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HlOQhliSS REPCRT 
FOR PERICD ENDINO 1$ JUNE 1?53 

The planning cf the "Cantllever-Type" current meter has pro- 

ceeded in the direction indicated in the last progress report;  that la, 

the "Y"-T/pe Position Convectron has beers replaced by resistance wire 

strain gauges as a cantilever load detector. 

In sensing the velocity with a circular disc attached to the 

end of e. cantilnver,  a disc 0.5 inches in dianeter and a 2-foot canti- 

lover with  3/8" x l/l6*  crase-seotion are ueed.    With this arrangement, 

the strain produced at the fixed end of the cantilever by a current of 

0.1 ft./sec.  Is about 30 x 10"6 k>ch«i „hlch Q^ ^ B-asured with 

reasonable accuracy with strain gauges.    To limit the deflection of the 

cantilever under hlgn velocities,  a "cubio* spring (one with resistance 

proportional to tne tnlrd power of the deformation) at the back of the 

disc was suggested.    However,   such a soring io difficult to make,  and 

is easily put out of working order by dORging between the coils of 

floating debris.    Instead,  viree cantilevers with various stiffness are 

used,  as shown in the Figure 6a.    Tilth this arrangement,   the ma7r,nn!* 

defloction of the cantilever  is 6 inches under a velocity of 5 ft./sec. 

Barring disturbancea due to turbulence in the How and movement of the 

support,   the arror of observation on velocity due to an error in strain 

measurement cf 1C~U    M efl is considerably less Than 0.006 ft./sec.  for 

veiocilioo up. to 1  ft./sec,  and is less  than 0.012  ft./sec.  for velocl- 
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tiea froa 1 ft./sec:,   to i; ft./sev. 

Because of the high degroo of sensitivity required In this 

application, a servo-balance system is being used rather than an 

amplifier-meter arrangement.    The components for this system hare been 

procured,  and can be Btj'jn in <".gnre la.    The arrangement shown in the 

photograph joes not represent the final form of the instrument, bat has 

been mp.de to permit convenient checking of system characteristlce euch 

as balance sensitivity,  response time,  noise,  and drift. 

The bar at the bottom of the photograph is the brass canti- 

lever b*am being used for these bench tests.    It is not the same as the 

final cantilever in either section or length,  but serves the purpose of 

producing strain in the four gauges attached naar one end of the bar. 

These gaures «re connoctpd in series to produce one-half of a ffheatstone 

bridge circuit.    The remainder of the bridge circuit,  including a ten- 

turn Hellpot,   id contained in the aluminum box on the right side of the 

assembly at the top of the photograph.    T.e Helipct shaft extends through 

the mounting plate,  and is geared to the servo motor and to the revolu- 

tion counter.    The counter indicates the balance position of the servo 

system,  and tnerefore the deflection of the cantilever beam-    A camera 

will be used in the final instrument to photograph this counter. 

Figure 2a shows the components of the compaaw system to be 

used to Indicate the direction of the current in the final instrument. 

The unit on the right is the magnetic compass,  and will be housed in the 

current sensing head.    The other two components,  the compass remote indi- 
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f 
cator and the inTertar, will be placed In the anchor in the final 

inatruaant.    The inverter is driven by 2U volte D.C., and delivers 

uOO c.p.a.  excitation to the aynchro transmitter in the compass and 

the receiver in the indicator.    The indicator will be placed in the 

field of view of the same camera that photographs the revolution 

counter. 

Figure 3a la a photograph of the equipment associated with 

the present work bolng done on the ultrasonic current meter.    The water 

tank is at the right in the photograph.    Figure U la t cloaeup of the 

experimental tranaducero aa they are supported in the water.    Pigure 5a 

ahowa the principal electronic chassis of the ultrasonic current meter. 

This chassis contains the transmitter crystal driving oscilla- 

tor,  the receiving crystal channel,  the oompariaon channel,  and the 

phase meter.    Reference was made in previous progress reports to a final 

report by P.. K.  Brown of the University of Michigan on the "Design and 

Development of an Underwater Sound Velocity Meter*.    The circuit* used in 

thi present chassis are,  with aome significant changes,   similar to the 

circuits discussed in that report.    One of the principal differences is 

that we are using 1 megacycle for the ultrasonic frequency.    It was felt 

that at this high a frequency the r=ost important ormelderAtion would be 

the packaging problem,  so that there was little information to be gained 

by building a breadboard.    This  first model is a miniaturised version 

with a shape most likely to fit the instrument head that la now beinf 

conaidcred. 

The transducers are the same ones described In ths l«et progress 
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report.    No changes havo been found necessary after many hours of 

operation and many weeks of submergence.    However,  some refinement* 

In the final transducers will permit more simple installation of the 

crystals and cables. 

The ultrasonic current meter has been successfully operated 

incHcatinp a pMsa difference introduced by changing the BDacing between 

the transducers.    Several problems to receive attention as soon as time 

permits are; 

1. A circuit to inject accurate increments of phase 

shift in the transducer circuits. 

2. A switch to interchange the transducer functions. 

3. A power supply package to be contained in the 

anchor. 

U.    A current velocity and direction recorder to be 

contained in the anchor. 

5.    An operation •programmer*. 

Two brief discussions will be made) one to describe the "pro- 

grammer" operation,  and the other to describe the meter operation. 

In previous reports it was pointed out that the ultrasonic 

signal must be transmitted upstream and downstream.    The primary reason 

for this is that static head pressure,   temperature,  and salinity of the 

water all have the same effect as water velocity on the phase difference 

between the transmitted and received ultrasonic signal.    The first three 

effects will be the same whether the signal is transmitted upstream or 
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downstream, wni]e the water velocity induced phaae difference will be 

the same in magnitude,  but opposite in direction when the direction 

of transmission is reversed. 

The "programmer" will be controlled by a clock,  starting the 

equipment every half hour.    After a suitable warn-up period, the ultra- 

sonic signal will be transmitted upstream and down,  perhaps two or 

three tinea in each direction,  and the phaae difference will be recorded 

continuously.    The compass indication will be recorded simultaneously, 

afterwhich the "programmer* will de-energiie the equipment. 

7(hen the "programmer" starte the meter,  the crystal-controlled 

oscillator drives the transmitting transducer and the reference channel 

mixer at a frequency of 1 megacycle.    The receiving transducer signal is 

fed to a one-stage amplifier and thence to the signal channel mixer. 

Both of these mixers are controlled by a 1.003 mc. crystal, and so the 

output of both  channels is an S Re. signal.    These two 8 kc. signals 

have maintained the phase difference present lu the 1 mc. signals, and 

are then amplified and clipped to the point where they appear as steep 

front square waves.    At this point,  the signals are fed to a bi-stable 

circuit wherein provisions are made to indicate the proportion of the 

time that the circuit is in either of the stable states.    This informa- 

tion i« available in the form of a D.C. current,  the magnitude of which 

is proportional to the phase difference between the transmitted and re- 

ceived ultrasonic signals.    There will be two of these current magni- 

tudes |  oie for upstream and one for downstream transmission.    The dif- 

ference between these two currents will then be proportional to the 
> 
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water velocity. 

Support Housing! 

As stated in previous reports,  the inatruaent should not be 

suspended from the boat or a float so as to avoid induced currents due 

to movement of the boat or the float.    The instrument is to be attached 

to a support with an overall density which is less than water.    Thie 

support is connected by a wire to a removable anchor resting at the 

bottom of the estuary. 

For this support, a paravane was originally suggested.    This 

arrangement will maintain a practically fixed position of the instru- 

ment, as reported previously.    However,  it has been found that in order 

to provide space for instruments within the paravane,  and at the same 

time to maintain its stability against possible current disturbances,  a 

paravane weighing about 300 pounds would be required. 

In view of the undesirable weight o:' the paravane, other shapes 

for the support have been investigated.    It has been found that a hollow 

body of revolution with horitontal and vertical stabilising fine will 

answer the purpose (See sketch.  Figure 6a).    Although this support will 

drift more than a paravane would (marlmam angle between connecting wire 

and the vertical being lees Wian 10 degrees),  its weight is less than 

100 pounds, which can be handled by one person without great difficulty. 

• 
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APPENDIX    X 

CQNVBCTROH PERFORMANCE 

Two X-Typa Position Conveotrona were procured from the 

manufacturer for the purpose of determining their suitability for 

u3e in the drag-dine current meter.    A fixture was designed and 

built so that both static and dynamic tests might be made.    A photo- 

<r-»*nr>h   »?-  +M a    fM-^t--»i I»J»   mnTr   h«   m man   in   BS mir»*   1 

A atsai shaft is mounted in ball bearings and supported by 

a rigid "A" fraafi,    A plastic Ccnvectron housing box is mounted on one 

end of this shaft and a large spur i;osr near the other end.    The plastic 

box wan required to shield the GonTGCtron from random air currents.    The 

gear ^53 used to drive a smaller goar attached to a three-turn Helipot 

shaft.    A plans mirror was mounted on the gear-and of the shaft. 

A line source of light -was focused on this mirror from a dis- 

tance of I? feet and reflected to a vertical scale on a wall near the 

light source.    This arrangemant provided an optical lever 3h feet long. 

A translation of the line image on the scale of lA6 inch could be readily 

detected,  and this corresponds to an angle of 0.5 minute of arc.    This 

optical system was ucod to measure the inclination of the Convectron for 

sll of thf static data in t-his report. 

The Helipot was installed to have a means of measuring the in- 

clination of the Gonveotron for dynamic tests,  since the optical system 

could not be so used.    The Helipot provided an inclination resolution of 

0.1 degree of arc which was sufficient for this type of test.    No dynamic 
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teat data are included in this report for reasons to be discussed 

presently. 

The Convectron is a simple hot wire device and consists of 

two balanced sections of filament enclosed in a glass envelope filled 

with an inert gas.    The tso sections of filament form a *V" with a 

90 degree vertex angle.    The plane of the Convoctron is mounted norsal 

to the axis of the rotation, (or inclination) to be measured,  and is 

balanced sith tho "7" vertical,  or with each section of the filament 

inclined at approximately US degrees to the vertical. 

Deviation from this balanced position will cause unequal con- 

vection cooling rates in the two filament sections, and a resulting un- 

balance in the filament resistance appears as a ffheatstone bridge output. 

A test was raade on the Convectrons to determine the dependence 

of the output on the magnitude of the excitation voltage.    The first 

tests were nade using 1,000 c.p.s.  and 60 c.p.s.,  but the null voltage 

rtoa excessive in both cases.    For  this reason O.G.   excitation was used 

throughout the following tests. 

The families of curves In Figures 2 and 3 are the result of 

this teat on Convectrons numbers 1 and 2, respectively.    A fixed re- 

sistor was used in series with the Convectron bridge output so that a 

milliarameter with a U inch scale could be used as an indicator.    For 

this reason,  the ordinate of these curves is bridge output current.    The 

data were obtained by setting and maintaining the excitation at a given 

level while varying the inclination of the Convectron.    This was done 

in 1/2-volt steps at voltages between 7 and 12 volts,    i^ach curve repre- 
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Bents the Gonvectron bridge output at a given Inclination aa a function 

of applied voltage. 

The most significant conclusion to be drawn from these curve* 

is that there is no excitation voltage for which the rate of change of 

bridge output with applied voltage is the-same at all inclinations. 

This •would be an undesirable feature because of the difficulty of main- 

taining a fixed excitation voltage. 

Another conclusion that is apparent from these curves is that 

Gonvectron sensitivity is vary much dependent on applied voltage and has 

a pronounced peak at approximately 10 volts. These curves also indicate 

that the null inclination is a function of the applied voltage magnitude. 

For this reason another test was run wherein the inclination at null 

was measured for different applied voltages. The results can be seen 

in the curve of Figure h. The null inclination angles shown are only 

relative to each other since the null position can be found only by noting 

the physical position which provides a sero output voltage from the bridge. 

In other words, the vertical axis of the "Y^-shaped envelope (See Figure 1) 

does not correspond to the vertical symmetry axis of the filament. There- 

fore, locating the symmetry axis of the glass envelope would be of no  

value* This curve suggests a certain decree of null stability-, about 

9.6 volts excitation. This feature of the Gonvectron would require 1% 

control of the bridge voltage. 

This voltage (9.6 volts) was usod for the next teat, wherein 

the .reproduclbillty of the Convcctron output wae checked. The Gonvectron 

was inclined through th© total range of the optical system, and output 
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readings nore taksn at random over a period of a day.    These readings 

were all plotted, in Figure 5,  and curves were drawn through the ex- 

treme points on both tht high and the low output aides.    The average 

•width of the band along the horizontal axis is approximately UO minuteo 

of inclination.    This Is quite large when one considers the fact that 

the largest error in water velocity desired corresponds to 3 minutes 

of inclination over the range of 20 degrees of Convectron inclination, 

The stability of the Convectron bridge output seemed very 

good aftor a long (30 minutes) warm-up period.    In an effort to deter- 

mins the cause of this lag,  the bridge -Has set up using precision re- 

sistors and a high sensitivity (0.11 microampere per cm.) galvanometer 

as an indicator.    With this arrangement,  the smallest galvanometer 

scale division (1 am.)  corresponded to approximately 0.5 second of arc 

at the null position.    Under these conditions,  the galvanometer was read 

immediately after applying the excitation,  and thereafter every minuta 

for 20 minutes.    This data is the loner curve of Figure 6. 

The upper curve of Figure 6 was obtained by duplicating this 

test after applying a coat of aluminum Daint to the envelope.    This was 

done in order to show  the effect of the envelops heat dissipation proper- 

ties.    There in not  enough difference between these two curves to draw 

any conclusions. 

Conclusions! 

The Convectron,  aa the manufacturer suggests,  is a highly 

sensitive device.    It can be used to detect extremely small rotations, 
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but as found by the above tests, it is limited to long period phenomena 

unless accuracy is '& secondary consideration;    It would perhaps be de- 

sirable to apply It to  the maasurement of a small range of angles where 

several minutes were afailablo for each reading,  and where precise con- 

trol coulc? -b« maintained over -.the excitation"Voltage and the ambient 

temoerature. 
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